
Wax-it Histology Services Inc. is a privately held, science-driven contract research organization engaged in 
both GLP and non-GLP histology. Our scientific staff draw on years of experience to develop immunostaining 
protocols as well as identifying biomarkers and antibodies of interest to ensure that you reach your research 
milestones.

Slide Imaging

Immunohistochemistry Optimization Program

Image A represent a slide optically scanned at 20x (low 
magnification), while image B represents a selected area, digitally 
zoomed to 400x (high magnification). The imaging software zooms 
the region of interest, generating high resolution images. These 
images ensure accurate and unbiased pixel count for quantitative 
data analysis.

A fully comprehensive literature review is performed to identify the best antibody 
for your study; includes access to Wax-it’s in-house catologue of antibodies.

Develop an IHC or IF protocol specific to your study; includes access to Wax-it’s 
Tissue Bank for staining validation and controls.

Perform a high resolution digital whole slide scan of each stained tissue section 
for IHC analysis. Improve turnaround times, securely transport data, and share 
slides with anyone you choose, regardless of geographic location.

Quantified expression profile results are generated using a software driven 
scoring system for cost savings and convenience. All data is stored in Microsoft 
Excel format for ease of use.
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Develop an IHC protocol specific to your study, conserving your valuable time and 
resources.
Tissue Bank access for staining validation, controls, and a complete cross-reactivity profile.
Digital IHC slide scanning allows you to zoom to specific regions of interest. Improve 
turnaround times, securely transport data, and share slides with anyone you choose.
Quantified expression profile generated using software driven scoring system. 
Semi-automated quantification method is used to ensure unbiased scoring results.
Data parameters include: area scored, total and average positive pixels, and intensity 
separated according to strength of stain.
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